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YA-PS01C LUXURIOUS 
TRANSPORT STRETCHER
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- Full length X-ray translucent platform
- ABS dust covers protect hydraulic actuators
- Back and knee section can be adjusted by gas springs
- foot section can be lifted individually by gears
- Collapsible side rails for transfers or patient access
- Storage area in base for belongings
- Two brake pedals, one at foot of stretcher and one at head
- 8 inch swivel casters with central braking system
- Retractable 5-inch wheel for easier maneuvering
- Dual, side-mounted foot control with pedal
- Includes foldabe telescopic IV pole
- Built-in ergonomic push handles at head of stretcher
- Bumper castors on four corners
-The multifunctional side rails can be used to hang items.
- Ideal for emergency rooms, recovery, pre-op, and post-op

FEATURES

Modern and eye-catching appearance design, excellent handling and 
steering, ergonomic design reduce the workload of medical staff, 
coupled with the most durable pump system equipped, YA-PS01C 
transport stretcher can ensure the safety of patients and medical staff 
during the transfer process Perfect operating experience and safety.

DESCRIPTION

Overall size (L*W*H)

Height adjustment

Bed size (L*W)

Back section adjustment

Knee section adjustment

Foot section adjustment

Trendelenburg

Reverse trendelenburg

Castor

Safe working load

2170* 780*580~810 mm

580~810 mm

1910* 630 mm

0 ~ 60°±5°

0 ~ 20°±5°

0 ~ 45°±5°

-13°±2°

13°±2°

Dia 200mm

250KG

STANDARD
SPECIFICATION



PRODUCT DETAILS

The back section is adjusted by double gas 
spring,which can be fixed in any position.

Back section adjustment

Foot section can be lifted individually by gears 
and can be fixed at any height.

Foot section adjustment

Knee section can be adjusted by gas spring 
from both side of the stretcher, which can be 
fixed in any position.

Knee section adjustment

Collapsible side rail can be raised and dropped 
down by the mechanical device on both sides of 
the stretcher.

Side rail adjustment

Push handle at head of the stretcher, 
ergonomic design, easy to move.

Push handle 



PRODUCT DETAILS

Two telescopic and foldable IV stands on 
the end of the stretcher,also can be used as 
push handle.

IV stand 

Two angle indicators to display the angle of 
trendelenburg / reverse trendelenburg and 
back section.  

Angle indicator

Bumper castors on the four corners 
to protect the stretcher.

Bumper castor

The bottom has ABS cover with 
storage space.

Bottom storage space

The bed surface is transparent, 
suit for X-RAY.

Bed platform
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The multifunctional side rails can be 
used to hang items.

Multifunctional side rails

There are foot pedals on both sides of 
the bed, allowing medical staff to adjust 
the stretcher from both sides.

Foot pedal

Four dia 200mm double castors 
with central locking,easy for 
transportation.

Central locking castors
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